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GENERAL REPORT BY THE SECRETARIAT
PRESENTED BY MR. O. A. SPENCER (E.C.A. SECRETARIAT)

Mr. Chairman, Your Excellencies and Distinguished Delegates:

Our agenda this morning requires that the Secretariat should sumit to

this meeting a general report which will provide a background to subsequent

discussion by delegations. As you are aware, the introduction oE this item

into our agenda derives Erom the discussion which took place at our first

meeting on Saturday in the course of which the view was expressed, on behalf

of the West African Monetary Union and by some other delegations that it was

not possible to proceed to satisfactory discussion solely ~ti the basis of the

documentation previously circulated and' referred to on the agenda. It was

decided therefore that it would be preferable to proceed by way of a general

report by the Secretariat. It is now my responsibility to present this

report to you." In view of the very limited time that has been available, I

hope Honourable Delegates will understand if this submission is necessarily

oral and will extend their customary indulgence for the inevitable shortcomings

which must attend it.

In view of the general character of the observations which have been made

at our first meeting, I trust Honourable Delegates will also agree that the

Secretariat will be interpreting their views correctly "if this report is

designed to provide a framework for a discussion df:general problems of African

monetary cooperation. To this end it appears to the Secretariat that it will

be most useful if I divide my remarks into four sections. First, the historical

background of events w~t~hhave led to the present meeting; second: the role of

monetary cooperation in relation to economic development in Africa; third:

various aspects of monetary cooperation which have been discussed, or attracted

attention prior to the convening of this meeting and which it is Eelt by the

Secretariat should be discussed by the Honourable Delegates present here to

provide the Secretariat with guidance regarding further study and action, and
•

lastly, of course, some summary and conclusions drawing together the main
•

threads in the preceding remarks.
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.'AstQ"the historical background, there are t\fO major starting points

from which have derived the various steps \fhich have brought us all here

today. They are: Resolution 87 of the Fifth 1963 Session of the Economic

Corrunission for Africa and a parallel Resolution ado pted a t the first- . , ' . "" .
surrunit conference of the Africill1 Heads of State. Both of these have been

referred to by speakers" at. Our' first meeting and are quoted in Document

ECN/14/262 which was la'id"Criihe table for 'this 'Conference.:"Ih view of

their' importance in relation to this meeting I take the liberty of quoting

from the relevant text. The .ECA Resolution reads: "The Economic Ccmm i s s.i.on ,

for Africa, recognizing the existence in Africa of different monetary zones

and payments systems, bearing in mind that there should be harmonization

of these mQnetary zones and payments systems to promote inter~African
, '

trade, requests the Executive Secr~tary to undertake a study of the pos

sibilities of establishing a clearing system within a payments U4ion

between African countries and to submit the study to the Corrunission at

its Seventh Session." The Resolution of the Heads of African States

was more comprehensive. It invited ECA "to request its Executive Secretary

to give all the necessary support and assistance which it may require" to

a Corrunissi.on of Experts "charged to study in co Lj abo r-at i on with govern

ments and in consultation wi th the Economic Corrunission for Africa,. inter,
ali", the following questions; and to, submit their findings to member

states.

(f.) The establishment of an African Payments and Cle~ring Union.

(g.) Progressive freeing of national curr8ncics from all nontechnical

external attachments and the establishment of a Pan' African

Monet ary Zone."

In addition to thesewh10h I may call foundation Resolutions, I may add

that the creation of an African Payments and, Clearing Union. was also

proposed by the Econom.ic and Social Corrunission of the Organization for

African Unity at its first meeting in Niamey in Decembe~il~63.
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~s a result, ECl< convened an expert group in Tangier, which met from

the 13th to the 17th of Janu21ry this year •. Among the .documents which this

meeting had before it was one of particular importance: that submitted

by Professor Triffin at the request of the Executive Secretary. I believe

this is the document to which the Honorable Delegate of the United Republic

of Tanganyika was referring to when he addressed the meeting on Saturday.

Lt was entitled: "Report on the Possibili ties of Establishing a Clearing

and Payments Union in Africa, and it is reproduced as the 6th Annex to

the document the reference number of which ends with 262, which I have

already mentioned.

Professor Triffin I s sugges tions were v.ery comprehensive. On the·

general subjects they included proposals for a Charter of African Monetary

Cooperation, the establishment of· an African Monetary Council, and a

Center of African Monetary Studies. Under the title-subject it embraced

the discussion of a variety of possible developments in the payments field,

extending from a simple scheme for voluntary compensations to more

ambitious forms of payments union, with discretionary or automatic

credit provisions and even some common pooling of a portion of national

reserves. I assume delegates would not wish me to recapitulate in further

detail the substance of that paper since it is so well known.

The Expert GrJUp· e.idor-sed the general rpr-opos aLs leading to the

Charter, Monetary Counci 1 and· Study Cen ter, and also "agreed that it

would .be feasible to set.up in the near future a Union for the Clearing

of Payments among African Countries". This Union was to be volu~tary.

The Group also endorsed generally the viability of the more comprehensive

forms of monetary cooperation outlined by Professor Triffin which they

recommended should be given detailed study, but did not propose any

specific timetable therefor, and emphasized that they should be accom

panied by "appropriate harmonization of policy in other fields".

Now although the original Resolution of the 1963 Session. of the

Commission, to which I have' referred, called for a report to the "7'th

Session, Le. the session which will be held in 1965, the Executive

Secretary considered that the results of the Tangier Group justified

further reference to the 6th Session which was held in February of this

year,
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As a result, the plenary session of the Commission in Resolution No. 95

~hich ~as quoted in Document ECN/14/STC/APU/7, paragraph 5, invited the

Executive Secretary to prepare "a compLe t e and accurate survey, showing the

monetary institutions of Menber Countries, the difficulties experienced

in effecting their financial settlements and means of remedying the si-

t ua t i on ;" It requested the Secretariat "to ar-r anqe this year for a first

meeting of all African governmental monetary authorities, in order to sub

mit to them the studies and conclusions reached in the course of the

Secretariat I s wor-k ;" It also asked the Executive Secretary "to undertake

a study on the possibilities of overcoming obstacles to ?rogrcss and the

promotion of intra-African trade, resulting from payments difficulties

between African countries. 1I

This meeting derives, as Honorable Delegates are a~are, directly

from this Resolution.

Following this Resolution, the Executive Secretary initiated the

steps necessary to proc2ed with the studies and surveys which had been

requested Various enquiries were made of Member Governments and reference

was, of course, made to relevant published docu~ents on this subject. It

is perhaps. important to add that this work was a necessi ty undertaken

concurrently with preparation for the United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development.

In fact, mainly for this Conference the Secretariat prepared a paper,

which has the principal reference 46/83, entitled "Trade problems bet~een

countries with similar level of development" which Member Governments will

already have received but which, in view of its obvious relevance to

problems of monetary collaboration has also been made avai.Lab l.e again at

this meeting. P~rhaps I might also take the opportunity of inviting the

attention of Honorable Delegates to some other studies which have been

undertaken by the Secretariat and vhich provide background to or are

relevant to problems of African monetary collaboration. Of these, one

of the moat important is a major study ·cntitled "Bilateral Trade and

Payments Agreements in Africa" which was circulated at the Sixth ·Session
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and bears the reference ECN/l4/STC/24. There ~re a large number of other

papers relating to various aspects of this subject or to corresponding

",xperienc~ of Latin America or Europe, which Delegates will find summ:1rized

in Annex 2 to ECN/14/262. Some of these were entitled, for example,

"Regional Paymerrt s Problems and Central Banking Cooperation in Lat i.n America, 11

"Cen t r a L l~crican Tr.J..oe and Paymcn t s J II and "Financial information available in

the n,jF 011' /\r"l'ican countries"--a paper which was prepared for us by t he I14F'.

There i~ also a background paper, o~ which I think most Delegations:!r"

.,ware, on the "establishment of an African Common i1arket," under sub-reference

STC/20 and a supplementary paper

·)n the convention of association

on lIintra-African Trade. IIthi
between European Economic

There are documents

Corrununi ty and ,l~£rican

.st a t e s , There was the bilateral trade and payments agreement paper which I h ave

already mentioned and there were supplementary papers on the Sterling area and

the Franc zone submitted by the metropolitan territorieS concerned and there

were, of course, various other papers including a reproduction of reports by

ECE on the operations of their multilateral compensation procedures.•

Whilst, therefore, tho Secretariat would be the first to agree that much

further study still remains to be done before substantive decisions can be

taken on the subject of a Pa;ments Union, for example, it feels that delegates

will not deny that a very useful start has been made.

It \/las in this context t n.it it was necessary to determine the af[epda for
"~ "....

the first mcetir.g' of African H')llctary Authorities.. The Secretariat infers

t h a t some ':!"leg'ltions at Lc as t; miy have felt that it would have been preferable

to have wait~l for this me~ting until all the basic stUdies, including in

par-t Lcu l ar- thee compr-ehens i ve one on the SUbject of exchange difficulties, hoc

boen com;>l'ct"J. But this, to put the matter quite frankly, was not po~sible.

I'll\.: "i:csolution of the Sixth Session of' the Commission regarding the convening

of this meeting waS quite mandatory in requiring that it be held this year.

I must also :ldd that despite the inevitable absence of this study of

exchange problems which has been mentioned particularly, and to which I will

""vert in a moment, the Executive Secretary felt that there were real and
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pos i tive advan t aq os in h'lvin(j this m<ceting this ye;,r no twi, thstanding the

fact that all the documentation and studies could not be completed.

The convening of the annual meeting of the IMF illld the IBRD provides a

unique opportunity for assembling in one place the widest body of

authori t a t.iv e experience in Africa.'1 mon e t ar-y rna t t er s , Even if 1 therefore 1

delegates could not be provided. by the Secretariat with, for example, this

particular and comprehensive study of Africans,xc!;lange p r ob Leza s it was

our view that delegates would be able to provide the Secretariat - and

other delegations too -- wi th all au thor-i.t a t iv c appreciation of the poten

tialities and problems oE AEricafl rno"etary coll"boration, includi"g, of

course, subjects as the Payments Urrd'on as seen from their respective

points oE view. In the judgment DE the Secretariat such contributions

would be uniquely valuable in ensuring that work already in progress and

Eurther studies were conducted with the right perspectives and that atten

tion was £ocuscq on the correct priorities.

It was these considerations which prompted the Executive Secretilry;:to

proceed with the meeting as required by the Commission and to focus

attention not merely on the getlel'al topic of AErica.'l monetary collaboration

(Which was perhaps taken for granted) and the machinery by which this

should be pursued, but also on the specific subject of an African Payments

Union which had been specificc>lly referred to in the feundation resolutions

to wuich I hayc referred.

With regard to the African payments Uni on the paper AJOU!7 should be

regarded, as the Deputy Executive Secretary stated on Saturday, as ~l

outline or feasibility study and not as a firm or specific proposal. If

the usc o£ the word "proposalS" in its title has occasioned any misunder

standing, I repeat, on behalf of the Secretariat, the apologies already

offeree by the Deputy Executive Secretary. But as the Honorable Dele

gate of the Ivory Coast so properly emphasized on Saturday, we should

not concern ourselves in a meeting of this sort with errors of drafting,

however regrettable, and for which I apologize, but witt the

substanti.::ll issues foI' which this mee:ting has bc.cn convc:ned.
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But, bearing in mind the specific and categoric references in the directives

of the African Heads of State and Economic Commission, it was certainly the

opinion of the Executive Secretary that it would be unrealistic and even a

departure from the spirit and perhapS the letter (jf the directives under

which he was operating, if there was no discussion at all of this topic

at the first meetin'g of, African MonetarY' At;thod ties, notwi ths tanding the

f act that all the necesso.ry studl'0S' had not been completed.

But I am sure that Honorable Delegates with their wide experience

of internationaiconferenct,r will agree that it is very difficult to
.r

pursue a discussion on an important and technical topic with wide ranging

implications such as this, in a v3cuum, merely as an item put down on the

agenda and without any positive suggestions or substantive memorandum for

considera tien.

It vas purely in this spirit, t ner e.ror-e , that the Secretariat ventured

to produce as a basis for such discussion, outline proposals for a possible

Payments Union. As pointed out on page 12 of that document, these proposals

are in no way incomp~tible with the simpler forms of compensation arrangments

which I have also mentioned in connection with the Triffin Report. The

two could indeed go together, or a simpler conpensation scheme could be

embarked on separately by itself and perhaps extended later in successive

stages.

For reasons which I will elaborate in a moment, it was, not felt,

however, that such a compensation 'scheme with its necessarily limited

scope justified a separate memorandum, particularly since, as I have

mention~d when recapitulating the documents, the material regarding the

operation of a similar scheme in Europe had been dis~ributedto

African territories a~ a previous meeting. Nor was it felt that discussion

of a compensation scheme would be an adequate substitution for the

discussion of a possible Payments Union.

There remain, o£ course, the questions relating"to an African Monetary

Charter, Monetary Council and Center of StUdies, all of which were recommend

ed both by Professor Triffin and the Experts at Tangier. It is not, of

"
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course, the intention of the Secretariat that these proposals should ever

be overlooked. Indeed,. it was the intention o£ the Deputy Executive

Secretary, had the meeting proceeded with the agenda as originally

proposed, to include: in his forma.l introduction to our substantive

discussions spcci£ic r c.Pcr-cric c to these and ethel' general problems of

African monetary collaboration, and to eaphaadae . thad:, al thoughca discussion of
a

the pros and cons of/possible payments anq/Or clearing union might natural-

ly constitute thl2: most conspicuous part of thE:: proceedings of this meeting,

it should not be thought that this was the sale punpos e , . The

Secrotariat hopea,-and I may add, still hopcs--that at some st3ge delegations

wou Ld be ready to discuss in general terms the broader problems of

African monetary collaboration, including tile particular topics which I

have just merrt.i oncd , and indicate t he machinery ann methods by whiCll

these should be pursued. For it is the view of the Secretariat that at

the present stage of African monetary development, tho successful

prosecution of t ho s e matters requires the development of consul t a t i ve

procedures between the African governments, even more than study or

research by itself.

Nay I now t~rn briefly, and I will endeavor to be as brief as possible,

to the question of the rcl~tiQnship hctwo~n monetary collaboration and

econoru.c development. Neither monetary collaboration nor even monetary,

stabilization, important though they are, are ends in themselves. I am

sure every Honorable Dc Lcca t Lori her-e pres en t , \-l'i11 have endorsed the 'Words

of the Governor of the Fur.d for the Ur.L t cc Kingdorr., wheri he said in the

plenary session of the International Monetary Fund only a few days ago,

.i r. the building> that the end pur,pose was not merely "morie t ar-y stabilization"

"but eco.norr.i c development. II The work of the Secrcto.riat is, of' course, by

its ~ature and title directed by this broad objective. It is partiCUlarly

releva>:t to any discussion of payments. and monetary problems. Honorable

Delegates here do not need, I am surc, and would ~ot whish m2 to burden

them with arguments much less documentation, supporting tho thesis that

t hc development of Africa in the United Nations Decade of Development

requires furth<2r 3cceleration, or that it would not be satisfactorily
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~chieved until there is a far more widespread measure of diversification

in African economies and a wide advance in industrialization; it will also,

we think, be generally accepted that in the long run both of these objec

tives require in some substantial degree the planning and execution of

development programs on a cooperative basis which transcend existing

national boundaries without infringing national sovereignties. These

boundaries, as Honourable Gentlement in this room are only too well aware,

are for the most part a legacy of colonial history and have resulted all

too often in the establishment of political units without regard to economic,

climatic, or geographical considerations. In many cases, perhaps most,

individual territories are too small geographically, even economically,

and even in terms of popUlation, to support a modern economy in the fully

developed senSe of modern industry. Admittedly, these restrictive ten

dencies have been mitigated to a very important extent in certain parts of

Africa by the existence of customs unions and common monetary zones. This

is recognized. But, if it is important, as it is, to recognize the eco

nomic value in this context of these arrangements, it is not less important

to note that many African countries whose needs for development are no less

pressing than the others: are excluded from the benefit of these arrange

ments, or, to put the matter another way, the object of intra-African

economic cooperation--if we are to achieve the large objective's on which

our eyes are set--should be to widen and to extend the areas within which

the'products of African industry and agriculture can be freely exchanged.

No doubt, the development of agricultural production lies at the

heart of African development for most territories, and such matters as the

expansion o~ African imports and the improvement of the African terms of

trade are extremely important. 'But it is not inconsistent with any of this

to say that Africa must use all possible means to produce whatever it can,

within its own boundaries, to meet its own needs. ExclUding the Union of

South Africa, Africa still imports consumer goods alone at an annual rate

of something like 3,500 million U.S. dollars. Vast sums are also spent on

the importation of building materialS, processed products and industrial

components, which Africa could in the years to come, and at no distant

date, produce for itself, provided and always provided, markets of adequate

size can be opened up for these products.
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This process of import s ubs t i tution which has been da scus.s ed so often

and for which ~ make no apology for mentioning again this morning. is

not. as is so~etimes alleged either an econ~mic luxury or a merely

political objective; it is a stern necessity for most territories since

they must make room in their nec es s ar i Ly limited import budgets far the

increasingimp,orts of capital goods and industrial materials wh~ch are

required to support the expansion of investment which is the key~tone to

their economic development.

But when .one discusses this problem with advisers and executives

in i1"!dividual territories. how often does one hear the answer: "It is

impoqsible to produce this or that here. Our market is too small." Both

the Economic Commission for Africa and the Organization for African Unity

are therefore particularly directing their work toward this end, that is:

the encouragement of inter-territorial planning and the development of"

industries and economic activities serving, the interests of more than

one African territory.

If this thesis--and, I,do not apologize for continuing on it for a

moment--if this thesis be questioned, viz: that the African development

requires a massive expansion of industrialization ~d intra-African trade.

across existing nation"l boundaries. let the question be asked: "I)ow far

would North America have developed today if each Stat.e,of the Union had

concentrated-~as so many A£rican states still do, for historical reasons-

on.a pattern of trade confined large~y to a group of overseas cpuntries,

and content to exchange primary and mineral products with man\lfactured

goods. while neglecting the abundant opportunities for inter-State

commerce? The answer, we all know,is--very little.

It has, of course, been pointed out many times that recorded intra

African trade is a very small fraction, perhaps 10 per cent, of all

African trade and'that the. obstacles to its deve19pment, particularly in

the field of transportation facilities, are very great but this in no

way vitiates the argument that, such tra~e.must be'developed and such

obstacles must be gradually overcome if the broad objective of pan

African development and, industrialization are to be achieved.
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But clearly, if the development and indust.rialization of Africa

requires the expansion of intra-African. trade 'on a gran scale, the latter,

in turn, requires a concurren.t expansion of facilities for intra-African

paYments. If the currencies of Africa were freely convertible, this

would present no serious problem although, its attainment would, of course,

require considerable change in banking practice, since so much of current

banking activities involve relations between African territories and

con~inental countries in Europe, the United States, or Asia. But, despite

the exis1;ence..and. usefulness ig, this ccn1;elCt, ,.of the monEl~ar7. zone. to

which I have referred, such univers~l convertibility within Africa is

far from being the case. Indeed, even in the present year one will see

the appearance of new currencies in Africa as new states achieve

independence.

The Secretariat has, therefore, been impressed by the words of the

Expert Group which met at Tangier who went so far as to say in para. 7

of their Report that t hey ; "agree on the need to ar r cs t the process of

monetary disintegration which threatens the continent, and might divide

it into a multitude of separate monetary areas and give rise to the

establishment of b i Lat er-aL, discriminatory trade and payments agreements:'

In this situation, it seems to the Secretariat that quite apart from

the directives which we have received from the African Heads of States

and our own Co~ission, the problem Df African payments requires ample

study and..consideration,.by all who can contribute to it as part of the

broader problem of African development.

May I now turn to the discussion of some of the problems of intra

African payments and those presented by a Payments Union. I will not

recapitulate, of course, the material which has be"n presented in APU/7,

since, I am sure, that is not the desire of the Delegates. The Secretariat

does not deny that in any solution such as the Payments Union there are

many difficulties to be overcome. It does not prejUdge the situatiDn;

it thinks only that th" importance of the subject, q~ite apart from our

directives, requires. that it should be caretully considered and studied.

And, indeed, where the difficulties arc concerned, there was a specific
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reference to some of them in APU/7 which has been circulated. But basically

the case for considering the possibilities of such a union on monetary

grounds derives from this fact: that except within certain monetary zones

to which I have made reference, African currencies are by no means assuredly

or freely convertible with each other. Certain countries, of course, enjoy

de facto convertibility into other currencies through the medium of special

arrangements, sometimes with the former metropolitan power. But the question

which

ments

arises
!

can be

for this

regird~d

meeting and the Secretariat, is whether such arrange-
, . .

as an entirely satisfactory instrument under all

circumstances, and for the purpose of long-term planning, in the context of

a new and very great expansion of intra-African trade.

The important and underlying issue is that the situation which has to be

considered is not merely the position as it stands today. It is 'not a static

position. It is a changing one. It is the future, and the future pattern

which has to be considered. All African countries today are committed to

ambitious plans for national development involving increasing the levels of

investments and output and the extension of public and social services on an

unpr~cedented scale. In their present stage of their development, foreign

borrowing will be a continuing necessity on a massive scale to finance these

plans. The increasing burden of debt service, together with strains which

may result from internal expansion have in some cases already resulted in

heavy pressures on balances of payments and external reserves. Such cases

may surely recur. In this circumstance there surely is a real risk--some

might even say a certainty--that many African countries, perhaps most,

will be constrained at times to tighten controls on import and exchange

transactions. The experience of many newly developed and newly independent

countries in the process of development in other continents points in this

direction too, Such tendencies may, of course, be accentuated by the added

stimulus of industrial development.

There is therefore surely a risk of the emergence in Africa of two

major conflicting trends:
, .:1

trade and payments on the

of increased restrictions in general external
.,

one hann while the processes of African industrial

development and the promotibn of intra-African trade on the other demand the

liberalization of such exchanges between African countries themselves.
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It seems -to the Secretariztt t hcr-c.ror c t h a t facili t i c s shculd be

Found ..to as sur c and maintain the liberalization of such tradt: and exchanges

within African t~rritories generally even ~hough the external relations

of some, or the ma'jori ty of t n em, vIi ththe res t of the world under this

head. arc s ub.jec t to s po racl.i c: or even sustained restrictions.

It may not matter to the 'manufacturing industries of Europe or America

if a group of African countries restrict thcir'~mports7 but similar

restrictions, perhaps even if only imposed for a comparatively short time,

might w-.r:eck the prospects of' ncv African industri2s "n1<111. were relying

a'Lmos t entirely on their A.frici1n' partners forthcir markets.

So, h i Ls t as I have said, the Secretariat do-es not prejudge an

African Payments Union as a particular solution, it feels that th2

question of African paymenIs requires very careful and constructivL

consideration in this context. The Secretariat r~cognizcs as a fQct,

of' course, the arguments I have already mentioned that recorded intra

African trace is srna.l L and t ha t. problems of payments may not Seem to many

countries the principal obstacle to expansion. Therc£orc 7 it may very

well b.c argued that other developments and other activities in the field

of trace, customs liberalization, development of transportation facilities

and so on should receive priority. The Secretariat dDes not dissent from

the importance which is attached to these activities. Indeed, they

r-e pr cs en t a very cons i.d cr ab Lc pr-cc ccwpa t i on of tht-: Secretariat at the

present time. It is c qu.a l Lv the v i ew of' the Secretariat that the

promotion of' inter-territorial devc:lopment arid Ln tr a-Arr i.c an trade must

be pUrsued concurrently on all fronts and that unless it is held that

African countries g~nerally arc, despit2 the pressures arising~om

development, likely·to adv~nc~ consistently towards, and to maintain,

general convertibi-li ty b e twe en t hcms oLv cs , it woul d be a :serious

mistake merely to put cons l dcr a t i on of problems r cLa t i.njr to intra...

African payments on one side Whilst concentrating on the commercial,

technical and transportation problems.

The current discussion of a Payments Union in Africa has also

attracted the observation that this might involve some misunderstanding
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of the lessons tJ be drawn from ~h8 European PaymGnts Union. The African

problem is, of course, qAite different from that which confronted Europe

at the time of the establishment of the EPU. The problem of Africa is

to create a ne~ pattern of ~ntra-A£rican trade. That Of the Europ8an scene

was to restore ,(and further dev21op) a traditional pattern which had been

disrupted by war and frustrated by a multiplicity of bilateral agreements

vhich had largely become blocked. But there is a corr~on purpose to this

extent: that African development viII re<;uire the establishment, extension

and maintenance Of monetary convertiblity--or perhaps the purist wguld

prefer me to say transferability--in respect, at least, of intra-African

current transactions approved by the authorities, notwithstanding any

possible deterioration in general external convertibility for~ time to

time.

It is ineVitable, o£ course, that ~y propos31s--anu this is certainly

true of the tentative proposals submitted by the Secretariat--must be

influenced by European experience. It is, after all, the practical example

o£ a lffiion which worked. No doubt as a consequence various details may

be criticized. For example, the suggestion that country quotas might be

based on world trade rather than on the intra-African trade of the member

country, ~ay s~em illogical in th~ Africgll context. In this particular

case the reason behind this suggestion was twofold: the figures for world

trade were far more r21iable statistically and vere generally a better

indication of a contryls economic str~ngth and hcnc~ of its ability to

give credit, ~han those related to intra-African trade. But no doubt

alternative formulae should be considered and can be considered if the

time comes.

NQ doubt there are many other difficulties. An African country may

find itself running a surplus on intra-African trade at the same time as

it has a deficit on its trade vitI: the rest of the world. Thus it may

feel hesitant about a system vh.i ch might require it to give cr-ed i t to

other member countries at a time ~hen it felt it could leat afford to do

so and wouLd wan t to mobilize the maximum amount of convertible currency

in respect of all its exports. Of course, on the sort of quotas tentive

ly suggested in the paper, the extent of such credit vould be very limite0.

And again, it must be observed that it ~ould be hoped that the development

of intra-African trndc would lead to a gr~at ~xpansion in exchanges.
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Other special problems may, of course, arise in the case of territories,

for example, which relY on earning export surpluses regularly with African

neighbors to pay for imports from no: -iU'rican countries, and in the case of

African territories whose African trade taken over all is, say, persistently

in deficit year after year.

The difficulties which are presented by these problems are not denied.

The point which the Secretariat feels must be made is that the traditional

pattern of intra-African trade which now prevails and which is often based

largely on traditional movements of agricultural produce or livestock, is

not any indication of the future pattern of inter-territorial relationships

as and when general development of the continent and industrial activity

gets properly under way.

The Secretariat is also only too well aware of the characteristic lack

of complementarity in intra-African trade todaybut·I think Honorable Dele

gates will appreciate that everything which I have said this morning, and

which motivates the work of ECA and OAU, is based on the gradual replace

ment of this imbalance wherever possible by the progressive development of

multilateral trade between iU'rican countries. Policies in short must be

set with an eye to the future pattern of development which will' 'be

determined by the governments and peoples of Africa themselves and not by
•the past or present patterns where these are the result of quite different

historical circumstances.

Two specific facts may underline the 'importance of this approach.

Such intra-African trade as does already exist is to a considerable extent

concentrated within existing monetary areas or between one or two terri

tories of' which one at least is in a more advanced state of industrial

development by African standards.

Now surely what has been shown to be true in these particular

instances where the circumstances were favorable to the promotion of intra

African trade, can and should be expanded to other areas, and in growing

volume, as a result of the right economic policies and institutions.

Having spoken so much on some of the problems provoked by the question

of a Payments Union, may I make a brief reference to a clearing system.

The establishment of a multilateral clearing system has the great attraction

of simplicity. In practice, however, it would surely be confined in its
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effective operations to the liquidation of blocked bilateral balances by a

process, of multilateral compensat i.on , No doubt such a compensation will be

of definite value to the countries concerned and would have the added

advantage that it could be introduced without any capital contributions, with

hardly any staff, ~nd entirely separate from the instituion.of any Payments

Union. In fact, it would involve no more than inviting African member coun

tr~es.to repor, to an ngent those balances (either in credit or debit) which

they would like to see compensated multilaterally by offsetting contra

balances between other nfrican or even non-African territories.

There is in fact concurrently in existence a similar scheme run by the

Economic Commission for Europe, which has operated since July 1957., On the

basis of, quarterly reports submitted by territories, the Agent looks for

opportunities of multilateral compensation of balances Which, as far as the

in.dividual territories are concerned are bilateral, and blocked. May I give

asimple example for any honorable delegates who are not aware of the way in

which the European system works? (I would ask other delegates to excuse me.)

Let,us imagine that country A exports manufactured goods to country B, which

exports raw materials to country C, Which, in turn, has exported say, cattle,

to country A; and let us assume that the international aspect of payments

involved for these transactions has been blocked because the payments are

not convertible either into the currency of the exporting country or into. &

third convertible currency. From the point of view of each of these terri-·

tories the transaction is blocked, and such situations are extremely common

where bilateral payments and .tr ade agreements arc conc er-ne dv. But from the

point of view of the three territories taken together, they are not blocked

at all, if each would be willing to permit a circular compensation. Of

course it is quite exceptional if the amoun.t s involved are the same. It is

perhaps exceptional if the compensation can be triangular. It is more often

between 4 countries or 5 countries or even as many as 7 countries. This is

the function of the ngent who receives these reports and studies the position

of the individual countries, puts. a towel around his head or takes a computer,

and seeks opportunit,ies for compensating these blocked balances by a series

of links. Sometimes he goes right outside the member countries and drawing
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from his experience of trade and. payinerrt s structures appro aches CQu...n t r Les

that have not ever made a report. But without detracting from the usefulness

of such schemes of compensation the facts are that results are necessarily

limited.· Over the 7 y.eljl.re in which this scheme has been operating, I think

something like 60 compensations have been established between 22 countries

totaling 86 million dollars. Incidentally, 18 of these compensations

totaling 6.5 million dollars involved an African territory as at .least onc

partner; 5 African territories have been brought into this at some time or

another.

Thus, whiie it is the view of the Secretariat that it would be in the

interests of African countries to introduce a system of voluntary multi

lateral compensation on the ECE model, and that this could be done without

any serious delay or even any special formal agreement, and for very little

cost in terms of men and money, it seems clear that such a system could only

playa very limited part in the promotion of intra-African trade and long

term development. In view of the documents on it which have been circulated

at Tangier; it did net seem to merit a separate major study in itself for

this meeting.

Honourable Delegates, with your permission, I will now summarize somo

of the salient points in this situation as they appear to the Secretariat

and set out in particular those in respect of which the Secretariat respect

fully and earnestly request and would be grateful for, your guidance,

Fi"ii;t;,'whilst the Secretariat feels that the specific directives of the

African Heads of States and of the' full Commission require that definite

consideration be given to the question of an African Clearing and Payments

Unioh, the Secretariat also interprets the intention of the Commission. in

convening this first meeting of African Authorities to be the creation of

a forum in which African representatives can discuss and exchange views on

all monetary matters which are of concern to member countries. In this

sense, the terms of reference for this meeting are for Honourable Delegates

to decide. For this reason, the Secretariat warmly welcomes in principle

their initiative in determining their agenda. As to the particular questions

of a Clearing and Payments Union, the Secretariat invites attention to the

fact that in its opinion a voluntary clearing system could be established

with or without the concurrent establishment of any payments union. It
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would be simple and not costly to operate and could undoubtedly be handled,

if that was desired, by thf; Commission in the same way as the existing

European system is handleu by ECE. In its simplest form it would require no

special agreement, although some link with the ECE s~stem would undo~btedly

be beneficial.

And although such a system would be of definite value to participants,

its scope, in the view of the Secretariat, would be limited in practice to

clearing of blocked bilateral balances and it could therefore only make a

correspondingly limited contribution to the promotion of intra-African trade

and development. However; thE: Secretariat would welcome the views of delega-

tions on this subject.

A Payments Uni on wou Ld , of cours c , be a far more substa.ntiai o pe r-a t i.o n

requiring the prior negotiation of a formal and necessarily complicated

Agreement, the establishment of an Executive Agency and Governing Body and

th€ solution of a large number of outstanding problems of a highly technical

character. Depending on the nature of the Union] it might require, as the

European Payments Union had, substantial external financial assistance to

get it going. Clearly much further study is needed before any definite

decision can be taken on this subject.

The Secretariat itself is pursuing such studies but in the meantime it

feels that observations of a constructive character by Honorable Delegates

here present would be d£ great v a Lue , The Secretaria.t therefore BUgg,tU~·t-s

that discussion at this meeting of a Payments Un i on proper should take the

form of such comments and observations by v3rious delegations the main purpose

of which should be to draw the attention of the Secretariat either to partic

ular points of local or regional interest or difficulty and to provide 'guidance

as to the scope and direction of further stUdies,

But apart from these two specific and important subjects, the Secretariat

hopes that delegations will feel able to exchange views and offer their advice

as to the way it! which the whole question of intra-t.frican monetary collahora

tion should be approached. The Secretariat feels'that it is clear that the

African He::>ds of State attach very high importance to this subject and that it

is also clearly of particular significance in relation to African economic

development.
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This development if it is to be rapid and widespread must include a

rapid growth of industrialization and intra-African trade and although the

obstacles are many, they must be overcome. And this postulates corresponding

development in the monetary field. All this implies the development of full

and continuing cooperation between Central Banks and monetary authorities in

African territories particularly in respect of foreign exchange controls,

and the liberalization thereof, and of intra-African trade in the pursuit of

development objectives.

The various proposals for a Monetary Charter, a Monetary Council and

Research Centre need to be considered in this light. Financial policies and

monetary policies must be pursued which are not merely sound from the national

standpoint but pay due regard to the interests of African neighbors and help

to take forward the broader objectives of development in the pursuit of the

grand design of African economies advancing together.

It is the belief of the Secretariat that this meeting here today can

mark a first step in the right direction in the monetary field, side by side,

with the concurrent steps that have been taken by the Secretariat, and its

subordinate committees and by the Organization for African Unity in the

fields of trade, regional planning and transportation. Not necessarily by

approving or disapproving any specific project or tactic, but by pointing

the way to the establishment of the right machinery for study and consulta

tion which must precede and accompany such evolution.

It is indeed the belief of the Secretariat that by such constructive

steps, taken in association with these others in the allied fields which I

have mentioned, countries of Africa can advance in harmony and with speed

from the dawn of their independence to the bright day of full economic

development. It is the duty of the Secretariat, and the high privilege of

its members to play their part in this historic process in whatever way

African governments think·fit.

Honorable Delegates, I thank you for bearing with me so long.
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ECONOMIC COMNISSION FOR AFRIC . ~ S1
FIRST MEETING OF AFRICAN lIONEl'ARY AUT O.J)TIts 11 '~\J

Tokyo, 12-15 September 1964 ~ r ~
TO ]j~ T.clCN '~:j; JResume by Mr. N'Liba N'Guimbous NO, ::-.. , .. , ... '.'

Deputy Executive Secretary of the Economic Commhwjo~ iSF Af!i'C'l'r"-~---'-'-

Mr. Chairman, Your Excellencies,

In my present remarks I wish to give a resume in three parts,

reviewing the stages of our work and the conclusions which the

secretariat considers should be drawn therefrom.

In the first part, I shall try to review as briefly as possible the

Gist of the reports presented by the secretariat.

In the second, I shall attempt in the same manner'to restate the

dialogue, and in the third, I shall show what we feel we have learned

from it.

In my very general statement at the opening meeting, then in the

detailed statement of my colleague, we reported on the origin of the

monetary questions the study of which has been entrusted to us and on

the develo~ment of our work.

It has been our chief concern to place our proposals in their proper

economic context, without which they might lose,ri; large part of their

significance.

Africa now has more than thirty-six independent or nearly indepen

dent. countries, the majority of which obtained political autonomy only

veFY recently. ~early all, however, are faced with those pressing'

problems posed by population growth, too low a standard of living, and

an. ardent desire, for economic and social progress; however, they must

too often stifle that desire, for, in order to live, they are too depen

dent on the export of a small number of primary products, earnings from

which are far from adequate. The African countries are realizing to an

increasing extent that the only solution for them lies in collaboration

and concerted action, which must not only be directed at earnings from

the export of primary produc ts, but must also lead to a change in the

• very nature of the Africo,n ec:?nomy., In fact, the African countries have

understood that, whatever may be its quality and abundance, primary ',:L

64-3784
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production is not enouGh, and if they are really to advance they must

enter upon the path of diversification and industrialization followed
. - i .: '

by the principal industrialized countries. This calls for planning and

development at sub-re6ional, and even, in certain cases, continental

level. If the African governments want the populations of their count

ries to enjoy the benefits of development in all sectors, .they muet

create, in Africa itself, markets vast enough to support modern indus

tries and make them viable. In brief, what Africa needs is a market

or markets of much broader dimensions than can be offered by the market

of one country, however large.

This explains why the Economic Commission for Africa has adopted

as its chief concern the problem of integration in all its aspects and

in all sectors. To those who mieht be doubtful, let us ask the fol

lowing question' where would ~Derica be today if each State of the

Union had adhered (as too many African countries are doing today) to a

system of bilateral trade with a single country or with a group of

foreign countries, if each state had confined itself to exporting

primary products and importing manufactured products and had not' exp

loited all the possibilities offered by inter-state trade? It is ob

vious that America would not have gone very far. That is why the

Economic Commission for Africa, and with it an increasing number of

its member countries, attaches more and more importance to the pro

motion of trade and other economic relations among African.countries.

That does not mean that ~CA does not realize that earnings from

traditional exports should be increased, wherever possible, by addit-

...ional pr-oc es s i.ng or transformation, or that it does not realize the

many unques t i onab'Le difficulties which create as many obstacles to the

pr-ou.o t i.on of intra-African trade and which arise especially from un

natural political frontiers,from traditional flows of trade Viith met

ropolitan countries and from the absence of good transport and com

munications, to mention only a few of the most obvious obstacles.

·',.e know that we mU,St overcome these obstacles if the industrial

ization and development of Af:dca as a whole is to be realized, if not

•
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\' in this deoade, at least in the next one.

However, while the d.eveLopmen t and industrialization of Afrioa.

oall for an expansion of intra~Afrioan trade, this expaneicn oannot

take place withe:ut a parallel development of intra-African paymen'ts.

If all Afrioan ourrenoies were freely convertible, there woulu be no

,.,propiLem; unfortunately, we know that that is farf:rom being the oase.

The. analysis which has peen made during ;the pastyea.r, at Tangier,Addis

Ababa, and 'elsewhere, of propoeals' for the creation '01' a. olearing system

. within the framework of a payments union 'among the Afrioan oountries

shows olearly that everyone now concedes that greater convertibility of

'ths Afrioan ourrenoies must aocompany and even precede the eXPa.h.sion of

~ntra..African trade.. J:

",Our response to the view that priority should be given to the

development of trade and that the question of payments should.be post

poned until later is our own conviotion.that trade and payments, whioh

depend on eaoh. other,'should develop in conoert. Questions of ourren-

, oy and payments oannot be separated from the whoJ,e. series of measures

direoted at .the inte~ation of the Afrioan. eoonomies.··:··"'··

We have pointed out some of the measures already taken bY'ECA and

04V, ,inparticular those designed to inorease production of. goode for

Afriqan markets (agricultural production - industrialization - sub

regional oo-ordination, exploitation of power resources, co-ordination

of tr<UlBportation).

:,,,:; The Afri9E1n common market, established progressively at the sub

regipnal level,' can be realized when there are more products to trade

and better means of tranepor~tion. The balanced development Of

a~ioulture and indust~ o.~ot 'takeplaoe without a gradual elimination

of the obstacles to .trade. ',Thereare many probJiems' to solve, some of

whioh aresssentially adJllinistrative'. I shall tell you that we have

advooated generaladop·tion of the Brussels' Customs Nomenolature.

If we w·ish tooonstruct, for example, a new steel mill to supply

the markets of several Afrioan countries, the produots that it puts· out

• must be ablew ci.r9ulatefreely ,among: these countries, and a oommon
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external tariff will perhaps have to be adopted. As to goods already

being produced in Africa, the best way will prcbably be to eliminate

gradually the customs barriers and the other obstacles to trade by

beginning, here too, with the sub-region or with a smaller grouping of

countries.

The final objective is the progressive harmonization and full 00-

. ordination of national plans. In some cases, this can be done directly

. by one country adapting its plan to those of its neighbours. In others,

direct negotiations may be conducted between two countries. Multilateral

negotiations may be necessary.

! In this general framework and at the same time, large possibilities

are opened up for harmonizing monetary and fiscal policies which will

make possible the initiation of integration and co-operation in the

"monetary sphere.

Returning to the Question of payments, we have repeated that the
"secretariat was not unaware that gaps are inevitable in a study, the

preparation of'which, by the nature of the field to whioh it is applied,

reQuires a combination of theory and practice, indeed a pragmatic

approach.

We have explained that if we are examining today the possibilities

open to us for creating an African payments union, it is because,

generally speaking, African currencies a;~ not freely convertible among

themselves, because there is no contact or relation between them.

We all khow that there are groups of countries which have a common

currency freely transferable within the groups and generally convertible

into the currency of the former metropolitan power. But there are also

many countries whose currencies do not enjoy these advantages. Moreover,

these monetary groupings, as organized at present, are explained by

historical and political factors much more than by concern to make Africa

an integrated industrial continent. If this goal is to be achieved, new

industries and products must have acoess to markets transcending tradit

ional frontiers.

We have noted certain signs which'indicate that more African
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c~untries are planning to. establish separate ourrencies, while the

ccunta-Les which a.Lr eady have such currencies .show a distinct trend to

wards greater autonomy. In many countries, the increasingly heavy

bur-den of dEjbt. service and the expenditure resul tin/> from nat Loria.I

development, defined in dynamic development plans, which is alreacjy a
. .. - - -'! --,

serious danger to the bal~ce of pa,yments and foreign exchange reserves,

will lead to stricter reGulation of imports and exohange operations.

It is obvious, however, that, however indispen~ab~e these measures.,!-re

to national development, they frustrate the acceleration of intra-African

trade, which should be the vehicle of development transcending the

national framework, which calls for greater freedom of trade and exchange

and for concrete measures to Lncr-ease. exis ting trade flows and creE>te

new ones. It would therefore be the rol.e of a payments system to recon

cile these opposing tendencies by provid~ng greater convertibility in

monetary operations among African countries, even if the African curren

cies were to remain more or less inconvertible in transactions with

certain non-African countries.

I particularly wish, however, to recall that our philosophy by no

means maintains - any more than do the studies by our secretariat which

have been submitted to you - that the existing monetary groupings should

be replaced by an African pa-yments union. The future of these group~ngs

concerns only the ccuntries involved. i,e confine ourselves to seeking

and proposing a functional system capable of providing great,er monetary

convertibility among these groupings, On the one hand, and, of course,

among the majorit;v of these countries •

.After reiterating these preliminary,general remarks, I should like

tp J;'eview quickly some particular aspects of the proposals which have

ecl:\.cited. comment.

I wish, in the first place, to return to the creation of a clearing

. ~Ylltem. There are at present 94 bilateral agreements between African"

countries. Without having the breadth of the agreements which gave

impetus to intra-Euro'pe.an trade in the first post-war years, they, too,

are aimed at "a blocking" of assets which of course leads to a rest-
, I • . _

riction of trade. The creation of a clearing system which would permit
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a country to short-circuit, so tc speak, the blocked balances of member·

countries by an optional mul tihiteral clearing system would indeed con

tribute toward unblocking the mechanism of payments. However, the

secretariat considered that the scope of such a clearing system would be

too limited to serve as a basis for a liberalization and expansion of

trade among all the African countries. Naturally, that does not rule

out the pos3ibility of creating, in parallel fashion, a clearing system

for :the settlement of blocked accounts resulting from transactions under

bilateral agreements betlieen member countries and non-African countries.

The secretariat would like to have your views on this subject.

In the second place, in the case of the payments union, theobjec

tion has been raised in certain circles that the volume of intra-African

trade was still too small to justify the undertaking, in these same

circles, it was felt that intra~African trade should first be stimulated

and that the question of payments should not be taken up until later.

In a certain sense, this is only a variation on the thesis I put fOrlfard

when I said that the secretariat considered that the development of trade

and the settlement of the question of payments should go hand in hand,

and when I indicated the measures already taken in the field of trade.

We do not ignore the fact that the volume of intra-African trade is

insignificant today,· I would even say deplorably insignificant, which

is of course likely to limit· seriously the scope of the operations of a

payments union in the first few years. But this should not be taken

~ priori aG a sUfficient argument against the creation of a system whose

object is precisely to facilitate the expansion of such trade.

r do not mean by that that the creation of a payments union will in

itself work a miracle. Quite the contrary, and care must even be taken

not to refer only to the European Payments Union and not to seek solutions

only on that side, for in present-day Africa, conditions are different

in many respects from those which led to the creation of that institution

of monetary co-operation. To cite only one example, the relative im

portance of trade among member countries, and trade between member coun

tries and the rest of the world iSi of course, entirely reversed in the
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two cases. The objection has also been raised that there were too many

disparities in fiscal policies and monetary systems, among the countries

in the African continent and that it would be proper to begin by seeking

standardi~at~on on this plane, to cbtain first a diminution and even

elimination of the risks to which the so Llllde:r: )jlystems would be exposed

by immediate ,monetary co-operation, to the benefit of the weake,r.

Our feeling is that fiscal and monetary problems occupy a central

place, whose importance is such thatelirninating or displacing them,

even in the name of prudence and realism, from any plan for integration,

would necessarily create not just a bottleneck but a r-ea.L barrier to the

realization of such a plan. Our concern and objective is integration,

,regional in scope and planned in structure.

Vl~ are indeed aware that to advoca.te dogmatically blind moneta;r:y

co-operation would be equivalent, at the present stage, to settling up

a fool's bargain and recommending eutc Lde, But (circumspect) cO",oper

ation aimed at a progressive integration appears to us highly preferable

to a solution of renunciation which would tolerate the coexistence of

unreconcilable and unequal systems, condemned, by general opin~on,and

the ,natural order of things, to Lnt erf'er-e with each other. Gentlemen,

since weare in the monetary sphere, let us recall what has been called

Gresham's lawl "when two currencies circulate side by side, the bad

drives out the good."

After these ,two objections which Questioned the advisability of

_mone~ary co;"operation,inAfrica c9upled with a payments system, much,was

made of the disadvantages which its very existence and operation wo~d

involve.

Mention was made of the divergent balance of payments and positions

and,it,was stared that since the general trend revealed deficits chronic

in size and location, a payments system would be benefioial to the same

countries and that only theco\U1tries that had, demonstrate,d,w;~sdom, while

no't always the,most favoured in; regard to location aR-d,the~r:±evel of

development, wou~st ,bear the costs, in the name, of, co,..C/pera:t~on, of ' the

abuses and selfisll ap)bi, tions cpf certain other ~i=!\U1tries,;;generally better
off.
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What is true is the existence. of this fundam.ental divergence, as

well as the existence of the risk that an automatic, .. non-sseLec t.Lve. credit

mechanism would ,tend to perpetuate the sharp division into providers and

beneficiaries. Nevertheless, we consider that here, too, refusal to

enter on commitments or resignation would not be a realistic solution in

regard to the future.

Maladies which appear and. then disappear of theUlselves'without the

need for applying the slightest remedy are rare. The difficulty .often

lies in diagnosis, once the evil or the risk is dete9ted, the proper

therapy must be applied. For as soon as a problem is revealed and

stated, it is no longer premature, and it is evenlesspremature,t~,con

cern oneself with finding solutions. The whole problem is to define

the~ and the dosage - and I mean dosage. An idea·ceases'toe be

premature as soon as it is stated. Measurement of time no longer has

significance except for its transformation into working reality, it

should bave no significance in its recognition, its evaluation, and its

control.

Finally, it has been f'o und that a payments system, becaus e, inter

alia, of its unquestionable disadvantages, would trouble or disturb. :the

monetary unions, agreements and allianoes already established,' at the

level of their technical organization as well as of their political

repercussions. In the preliminary developments, we asserted and demon

strated sufficiently that the Economic Commission for Africa had juris

diction over these problems of monetary co-operation only within the

limit to which they affected the regional integration plan. All manip

Ulations transcending that limit are ~utside our jurisdicticn and concern.

VIe intend.tndeed to recognize them as lying solely within the discret

icnary sovereignty of the states.

I shculd like to add also that if I have raised only a few points,

one should not conclude that they exhaust the list of difficulties Ithat

might obstruct the creation cf a payments unicn, or that all difficul

ties have been overcome. The question is too complicated for that to
be so.
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IIore prec LaeLy, I .do ·not mean that each African country should not

endeavour. to maintain its over-all balanc e of payments or that. the pay

ments uni?n Should become an instrument tirough which a country with

litt).e concern for preserving this ba.Lance would au.tomaticallybe entit

led to permanent aid from the other members who were themselves. applying

a sounder policy.

However, everything suggests that, even with the beet will in. the

world; ..the member-countri.es of ECA may find it difficult to accelerate

the rate of their economic investment, their borrowing, and their devel

opment, without further restricting their foreign trade and payments in.

general. To propose the creation of a payments system confined. to

intra-African trade is to recognize the need for s~ph measures and to

try to reconcile them with the measures that must be taken to hasten

industrialization, liberalization and expansion of trade among African

countries, measures which, themselves, are necessary for the modyrniz~

ation of the economy of Africa as a whole. It is also to protect, in

SO far as possible, this development from the fluctuations of extra

African trade.

American Or European industrialists hardly ever experience the rest

rictions to which the imports of an African country maY be subjected

froljl, time to tillle, but for the infan~ African industries, which must

count on ~ale~. to neighbouring or even distant African countries to off-
',.'. ". .'

set:thElnac::'Nwness of the local market, these restrictions might be

disastrous.

On: the practical plane, it will certainly be difficult to convince

African governments and entrepreneurs to invest capital in order to create

means of transportation and communication, factories, warehouses, and

commercial installations for the .purpose of stimulating intra-African

trade asiLong §.s.the .quea t i on of payments has not been settled and trade

fl01'f!'l are exposifd, to frequent upsets. These projects, ho."ever,ar'l among

those which, more.0ver, will be accepted by the Afri.can Development Bank.

In these conditions, it seems thl'-t the creation of an agency to provide
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for rapid settlements of trade and other current commercial transactions

among all the African countries should go hand in hand with all other

measures relating to industry and commerce. The fact that the operat

ions of this agency will be very limited at the beginning should not be

an obstacle to its creation, any more than it should suggest that it is

a sterile undertaking; the success of this agency will be judged by its

progress and not by its initial importance.

Mr. Chairman, Your Excellencies,

Taking into account the foregoing, the new. enlightenment which my

colleag~es and I have drawn from this meeting, its preliminaries and

attendant circumstances, may I put forward the plan that the Executive

Secretary might suggest to the ECA as an. approach to this problem in the

future. Only a pragmatic approach appears to us to be recommendable.

To begin with, we must distinguish a first category of problems

which could be solved immediately and empiriaally. In this category of

p05sibilities we might include,

a) Services which could be rendered to countries experiencing

difficulties from the blocking of accounts as a result of transactions

under bilateral agreements or movements of labour, to which should be

added the prosr;ective requirements in respec·t of invisible transactions,

whose consideration was earnestly recommended at the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development. Some African oountries are already

'using the multilateral clearing system organized by the Economic Commi6~

sian for Europe (ECE) in Geneva. The ECA or the OAU, in collaboration

with the ECE, could easily adapt the services provided at present by

Geneva to the needs of the African countries conc~rned and even inten

sify them.

b) The African monetary authorities and the central banks might

now meet within a formal and institutional framework that would have to

be defined. These meetings would lead up to monetary co-operation and

would formulate timely opinions which would be of benefit to the back

.ground studies required for the second category of problems.

The second category would consist of all problems..of an economic,
...
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political, and technical nature raised by the whole question of monetary

co-operation within the general context of African economic integration.

Mr. Chairman, permit me to digress. Certain remarks that have

been made have seemed to reproach the ECA secretariat with having con

cerned itself, wrongly or excessively, with a problem fOT which the

African states are not prepared to envisage either co-operation or even

a genuine dialogue. May I repeat, and I can never repeat it often

enough, that the secretariat is only an executive organ and if anyone

is to be blamed, it is the Commission, and no t its Executive Secretary.

However, the Commission is no more than the sum of the delegations,

representing the states which form it of their own free will and at their

own entire discretion. The resolutions of the Commission define our

terms of reference and direct our action. Resolution 85 of the fifth

session at Leopoldville and Resolution 95 of the sixth session held last

F~bruary were adopted unanimously. The latter was even drafted by the

plenipotentiaries of countries'whose representatives have shown the

greatest reserve at this meeting.

This tempts one to believe that a. better association of the best

qualified authorities in such or such a field should be sought.

Under these conditions, the principal lesson which we would derive

from this meeting is that the whole quos t Lon of· monetary co-operation

and integration should be referred indirectly to the states themselves

and to their appropriate institutions.

We might thus have a sort of s~udy Committee whose members would

be ,the African countries themselves, as was the case of the Committee

.of.Nine .for the African Development Bank.

The experts would come fro~ monetary institutions and technical,

even sovereign bodies in view or the implioations arising from the.

existence of agreements establishing unions and monetary areas.

The terms of reference of the Committeeco1.l1d be made large enough

to include the economic and political aspects of the problem.

The International l10netary Fund and multi-national institutions

such as the DEeD, or institutions covering whole areas, such as the Bank
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o'r'Ehgland or the 'Bank of France, could also be asked to extend their

ass'i.eotance and collaboration to this Committee, as "ell as to the ECA"

secretariat, whose role'would revert to that which it played for the

AfTicanDevelopmBnt Bank, i.e. providing the secretariat of the Commit

tee, convening it and preparing for its work.

In conclusion, the objective which should henceforth be sought by

the ECA secretariat, while at the same time it would be completing the

studies now under way, would be to ensure that tha Commission, at its

seventh session i'n Nairobi next 'F'ebruary, should adopt a resolution em

bodying the following'provisions,

1. That the Executive Seoretary be authorized to convene each

year a Conference of African High !';onetary Al.ithori ties.

2. That the Executive Secretary be recommended to render to re

questing countries all the assistance necessary for the settlement of

their ,difficulties in the area of payments from their blocked accounts.

3. That a study Committee be created, its terms of reference de

fined, and its members elected.

Mr. Chairman, Your Excellencies, if the general opinion might lean

toward such a pragmatic approach, I said advisedly that the secretariat

would use the time between now and the seventh session to complete the

studies under way and prepare its'report with a view to the adoption of

the above measures. I 'dish to add'that the States, for their part,

should use this time to Give mature 'consideration to the problem and to

instruct their delegations to the'sevGnth session of our Commission.

,lam sure that you 1~ill excuse me for having talked so long of our

proposals and I thank you for having listened so patiently. I hope that

my statement will have contributed tow~rds'clarifying the question under

study, to place it in 'the broader context of the development of Africa

as the ECA would wish to conceive it henceforth, and to bring out some

of the particularly difficult problems for whose solution we most par

ticularly need the concert of your e'fforts and ours.

Thank you.
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